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Ion conductivities of layer-by-layer (LBL) assemblies of solid thin film polyelectrolyte systems involving poly
(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) were found to be a strong function of the number of
bilayer stacks, n, with conductivities approaching 10−7 S/cm for nb10, compared to 10−9 S/cm for n≥10 and
10−10 S/cm for bulk PEO. Increased ion conductivity for low LBL stack numbers (nb10) originated to part
from an effective suppression of the PEO crystallization via PEO/PAA blending, which could be inferred from
local glass transition temperature measurements involving shear modulation force microscopy. Another
phenomenon responsible for high conductivity in thin films was found in the in-plane phase heterogeneity of
PEO and PAA. Increased ion conductivity for larger LBL stacks (n≥10) were attributed to low concentration
autoblending caused by PEO-PAA hydrogen bonding, and an average layer thickness of noticeably less than
100 nm. The effect of interfacial constraints was evident in the degree of intermixing, addressed by a thin film
extended Fox blend analysis, in the glass andmelting transitions of PEO and PAA pure film components. While
the glass transition value of PAA decreased by 55% to 46 °C for an 8 nm film, the melting transition for PEO
decreased by 15% to 64 °C caused by surface tension effects.
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1. Introduction

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is employed extensively as an electro-
lyte component in solid state rechargeable lithium batteries because of
its excellent complexation properties, such as high flexibility and
mechanical stability up to its melting point [1]. In its solid amorphous
state, the local relaxation and segmental motion of PEO promote ionic
conductivity. Unfortunately, the low melting temperature of pure PEO
and its tendency to crystallize limit its use in electronic applications [2].
To increase the ionic conductivity, high glass transition PEO materials
with “glassy” matrices [3], crosslinking to achieve high density, or low
PEO content polymer stacked film systems have been considered [4,5].
One of themajor objectives in using a polymermatrix is to influence the
material phase and structural behavior by imposing interfacial
constraints. This concept of engineering by imposing constraints on
the nanoscale is widely utilized in ultrathin film applications [6]. A way
to scale these efforts up is, for instance, by layer-by-layer (LBL)
deposition [7–9]. The LBL method offers control and tunability of
material properties and architecture at the nanometer scale [10].
Recently, the LBL deposition method has been employed to
produce heterogeneous stacks of thin film batteries and fuel cell
membranes [11–13] via alternating deposition of PEO and poly
(acrylic acid) (PAA) layers from aqueous solutions [11], which utilizes
complementary hydrogen bond donor and acceptor interactions
[14,15]. Although the conductivity, thermal and mechanical proper-
ties of PEO/PAA LBL bulk films have been explored by conventional
tools, i.e. differential scanning calorimetry and dynamic mechanical
analysis, in previous studies [4], the performance of films with low
stack numbers has not been explored. Specifically, since interfacial
constraints are known to influence material and local properties for
other polymer systems, one may expect the performance and stack
growth of ultrathin PEO/PAA LBL films to be influenced by the
substrate. This understanding is critical for the design of LBL based
technologies, such as LBL electrolytes for solid ultrathin film battery
applications.

Based on recent findings of the relatively high ion conductivity of
10−9 S/cm in PEO/PAA LBL systems that were attributed to phase
blending [4,5], we explore interfacially constrained ultrathin PEO
and PAA films, PEO-PAA blends and PEO/PAA LBL assemblies. Of
particular interest is the degree of phase intermixing during LBL
stacking. This study involves local probe techniques, such as lateral
force microscopy (LFM) and shear modulation force microscopy
(SM-FM), which provide insight into lateral phase heterogeneities,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a contact stiffness SM-FM plot revealing both the glass transition
temperature Tg at the onset of change, and the melting temperature at the completion
of the melting process. The signal saturation in T right after Tg reflects the time
necessary for the probing tip to achieve pressure equilibrium in a medium that behaves
very sluggishly close to the glass transition.
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local glass and melting transitions as a function of the film stacking
number.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and sample preparation

Nonionic PEO (4000 kMw, Polysciences) and polyanionic PAA
(90 kMw, 50 wt.% water solution, Carbemer Inc.) were used as received.
The polymers were weighed and dissolved in Millipore filtered water
(18 MΩ·cm), and the resultant solutionswerepHadjusted to apHof2.5
with dilute aqueousHCl. The PEO solutionwas stirred for 24 h to ensure
complete dissolution. All polymer solutions were 0.020 M with respect
to repeat unit.

Silicon wafers (thickness 585–610 μm from Addison Engineering,
Inc. San Jose, CA) and indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) coated glass
substrates (15 mm×15mm from Thin Film Devices, Inc.) were used as
LBL substrates. ITO film resistance was measured to be 100Ω/m2.
Substrates were cleaned by ultrasonication (Model 08849, Cole-Parmer
Instrument Company) in a series of solvents for 15 min each, in the
following order: acetone, methanol, and filtered water. Following the
water cleansing, the substrates were dried under a jet of desiccated
nitrogen gas. Immediately before use, substrateswere cleaned in UV for
20 min.

In a typical LBL assembly, a clean ITO coated glass substrate was
immersed for 10 min in PEO (0.020 M H2O solution), followed by a
10 min immersion into PAA (0.020 M H2O solution), then another
10 min back in PEO. After each step the sample was rinsed for 2 min,
1 min, and then 1 min in 3 separate beakers filled with water,
respectively. This sequence (referred to in the following as a bilayer)
after being repeated n times produced a (PEO/PAA)n composite film.
After assembly, all films were dried at 110 °C for 24 h, which has been
shown to effectively remove water from LBL assembled films [16].

Pure PEO, pure PAA, and PEO-PAA blend filmswere spin-casted on a
silicon wafer from chloroform or water solutions. Bulk (N300 nm) films
of PEO/PAA blends were spun cast from solutions of different ratios of
PEO and PAA. Pure PEO and pure PAA were spun cast to different
thicknesses (19 nm–135 nm and 8 nm–380 nm, respectively) from a
solution of PEO in chloroform and PAA in water, respectively. Pure PEO
films were annealed at 70 °C, while pure PAA and PEO/PAA blend films
were annealed at 110 °C in a vacuum oven for over 12 h.

2.2. Characterization

2.2.1. Conductivity
After assembly of the LBL films on ITO coated glass, gold electrodes

were deposited on the surface of the sample with an Angstrom gold
deposition system. This process created two-electrode 3.14 mm2 test
beds in which the LBL assembled films were sandwiched between ITO
and gold electrodes. The substrate dimensions allowed 16 such cells
per substrate. Ionic conductivity was evaluated by impedance
spectroscopy, which was performed using an HP 4192A LF impedance
analyzer (5 Hz to 10 MHz). The signal amplitude was 100 mV
excluding the bias. Conductivity measurements were conducted in
an environmental chamber at approximately 50% relative humidity.
Impedance data of materials that have capacitive and resistive
components, when represented in the Nyquist diagram (i.e., the
negative of the imaginary part in the y axis and the real part in the x
axis—each point corresponding to a different frequency), lead to a
succession of semicircles. The second intercept of the high frequency
semi-circle with the real axis is the resistance (Rb) of the sample.
Hence, the conductivity (σb) is written

σb = 1 = Rb × l= A; ð1Þ
where l is the thickness and A is the area of the electrode deposited on
the sample [17].

2.2.2. Local analyses
Shear modulation force microscopy (SM-FM) [18,19], lateral force

microscopy (LFM), [20] and scanning force microscopy (SFM) were
employed to determine the glass transition properties of the layers in
the primary stack material, evaluate local phase heterogeneities and
material analysis, and probe the topography of the films, respectively.
Local analyses were conducted with a scanning probe microscope
(Topometrix Explorer, Veeco, CA) with contact mode cantilever sensors
(PPP-CONT, Nanosensors, nominal and lateral spring constants of
~0.2 N/m and 80 N/m, respectively). Film thicknesses were determined
with a conventional SFM (EasyScan 2, Nanosurf AG, Switzerland). This
involved razor blade scratching of the films, a method that has been
verified with profilometry involving thicker films.

SM-FM is a non-scanning method used to study structural
transitions and thermally induced relaxations. Briefly: A nanometer
sharp SFM cantilever tip is brought into contact with the sample
surface [18]. While a constant load is applied, the probing tip is
laterally modulated with a “no-slip” nanometer amplitude. The mo-
dulation response signal, a measure of the contact stiffness, is
analyzed. The kinks indicate critical temperatures of transitions in
the material. Fig. 1 illustrates the qualitative behavior of a SM-FM
curve, and the location that defines the glass transition and melting
temperature. While the glass transition temperature is taken at the
onset of change, themelting temperature is taken at the completion of
the transition process.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Growth and ionic conductivity of ultrathin layer-by-layer films

We will start this section with a quite interesting finding
concerning the ion-conductivity in ultrathin films, which was
accompanied by a qualitative change in the thickness growth profile.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the thickness of (PEO/PAA)n stacked LBL films,
determined by SFM, revealed exponential growth up to a stacking
number of n=8, followed by linear growth. Linear growth behavior
has also been reported for other polyelectrolyte multilayer systems
[21]. In exponential growth region (nb8), the fit exponential equation
could be obtained as shown in Eq. (2)

t = 8:28 × exp
n

2:28ð Þ ð2Þ



Fig. 2. Thickness growth of (PEO/PAA)n as function of the number of bilayers. Both the
exponential and linear exhibit an R2-value of 0.99.
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where t is the total thickness and n is the number of bilayers of the LBL
films. Furthermore, when the number of bilayers is up to 8 (nN8), the
fit linear equation could be obtained as:

t = 71:05n− 285:04 ð3Þ

The average PEO/PAAbilayer thicknesswasdetermined tobe8.5 nm
for two stacks (n=2), and 56 nm for n=40 (not shown). Interestingly,
as shown in Fig. 3, the conductivity of the (PEO/PAA)n LBL films was
found to be a strong function of the number of stacks. At low stack
number, n, a high conductivity, on the order of 10−7 S/cm is revealed,
steadily decreasing to a saturating value of magnitude 10−9 S/cm for
nN10, which is in agreement with that of Hammond's group for thick
PEO/PAA LBL films [5], and which exceeds PEO's bulk ion conductivity
[22] by at least an order of magnitude in ambient conditions.
Considering that up to n=8, the growth behavior of the LBL film is
exponential, the average single component layer thickness, if compared
to stacks of nN10, is distinctly smaller than the ~50 nm for nb10. If we
further reflect on the vast results documented in the open literature
[23–28] of the impact of interfacial and dimensional constraints in thin
polymer films (b100 nm) on material transport properties, the
increased ionic conductivity in Fig. 3 could be attributed to nanocon-
straints. In the case of PEO, nanoconstraints may suppress crystalliza-
tion, which is known to significantly hinder the ionic transport, and this
aspect is investigated in greater detail below.

3.2. Ultrathin PEO films and LBL assemblies

Intuitively, as crystallization is the origin for reduced ion conductiv-
ity in solid PEO polyelectrolyte systems, it would seem that nano-
Fig. 3. Conductivity of LBL (PEO/PAA)n films as a function of number of stacks.
confinement may be effectively preventing PEO crystallization in LBL
films for low values of n, thereby increasing the conductivity. To
determine if this is the case here, silicon oxide wafer supported thin
films of PEOwere investigated by SFM as a function of film thickness. As
evident in Fig. 4(a)which shows small crystallites on the order of tens of
nanometers in size, crystallinity is apparent down to thicknesses of
19 nm. Accompanying features, such as small crystal boundaries, are
observed for PEO films as thickness with 30 nm in Fig. 4(b). More
apparent crystal boundaries are observed for PEO films exceeding
~61 nm (Fig. 4(c–d)). The existence of crystalline phases for ultrathin
PEO films is in agreement with previous work [29,30]. Based on these
observations, mere dimensional or interfacial constraints, as the reason
for crystallinity suppression in LBL systems, are insufficient. For that
reason, we investigated the morphology of PEO-PAA LBL systems that
are documented in Fig. 5, for n=2, 5 and 15.

Simplistically, one would expect that, for a true layer-by-layer
assembly process, the top layer consists of PAA alone. However, as
shown in previous work [4], it is precarious to assume that the LBL
process produces truly laminar phase separated systems. Utilizing
lateral force microscopy (LFM)[31,32], where changes in contrast
indicate differences in friction coefficient (and therefore in compo-
sition), we find that the surfaces of the LBL films are indeed
heterogeneous for low stack numbers. Fig. 5(d) shows strong contrast
for ultrathin films that can be attributed to PEO-rich (bright contrast),
and PAA-rich regions (dark contrast). The contrast is found to
progressively vanish for thicker films (nN~10), Fig. 5(e, f), revealing
a single phase, corresponding to a PAA rich blend as found below from
SM-FM analysis. This is shown in the friction plot of Fig. 6. Friction
forces are known for their sensitivity towards phase distinction [31]
and shear property changes within the same phase [33]. Fig. 6 reveals
for the top layer of the LBL stacks that their phase behavior divert from
the PAA phase (seen as a friction coefficient reduction from μPAA=0.3)
below n≈15.
Fig. 4. Contact mode SFM images of PEO films on silicon (deposited via spin-casting)
with scan size of 10 μm with varying thicknesses (and height dynamic range z):
(a) 19 nm (z=27 nm), (b) 32 nm (z=52 nm), (c) 61 nm (z=34 nm), and (d) 135 nm
(z=77 nm).

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3
image of Fig.�4


Fig. 5. Topography images (with height dynamic range z) of (a) (PEO/PAA)2 (z=37 nm), (b) (PEO/PAA)5 (z=78 nm), and (c) (PEO/PAA)15 (z=34 nm), and composite LFM images
(from forward minus reverse scans) (with friction dynamic range z) of (d) (PEO/PAA)2 (z=14 nN), (e) (PEO/PAA)5 (z=9 nN), and (f) (PEO/PAA)15 (z=13 nN). (dark)=low
friction and (bright)=high friction.
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3.3. PEO-PAA blends and LBL assemblies

Given the LFM phase contrast in films of low stack numbers, the
LBL fabrication method results in compositional heterogeneities
within the film layers, and thus cannot be described as the sequential
deposition of uniform layers. This is further illuminated with a local
phase analysis involving shear modulation force microscopy (SM-FM)
[18]. To obtain a comprehensive picture of the phase behavior, (i)
pure PAA films, spin coated from solution, (ii) and spin coated PEO/
PAA blends, are contrasted with (iii) PEO/PAA LBL assembled films. At
room temperature, bulk PAA is in a glassy state (Tg, PAA=99 °C) [4],
and bulk PEO is in a rubbery or crystalline state (Tg,PEO=−77 °C) [30].

For pure spin-cast PAA, the glass transition values near the free
film surfaces, identified from kinks in the SM-FM curves, Fig. 7(a) (see
also Fig. 1), reveal bulk-deviating decreasing values for films with
thickness δb~300 nm. The Tg, PAA values are presented in Fig. 7(c).
Their monotonic behavior with film thickness indicates a structural
heterogeneity normal to the film surface, as found for many other
substrate constrained polymer systems [23–28].
Fig. 6. Friction coefficient vs. number of stacks in LBL films.
For pure spin-cast PEO with a glass transition value far below room
temperature, only its melting transitions are observed in the investi-
gated temperature regime, Fig. 7(b). They are found to be slightly
thickness dependent reaching the bulkmelting transition value [30,34],
Tm, of 77 °C at 388 nm. A decrease in the melting transition value, as
depicted in Fig. 7(c) for PEO, is well known to occur in small crystals
(typically reported for metal clusters), where the surface energy
influences the chemical potential [35]. This phenomenon is rarely
reported or observed for macromolecular systems, such as polymers.

SM-FM results for spin cast blends of PEO-PAA are provided in
Fig. 8(a). They are contrasted to LBL PEO/PAA stacks for n∈ {5, 40},
Fig. 8(b). As expected for the PEO-PAA blends, each film exhibits only
one single glass transition that is a strong function of composition.
Also the PEO/PAA LBL films exhibit each only one glass transition,
which we can conclude to be caused by phase blending during the LBL
process, in agreement with earlier findings by Hammond's group
[4,5]. Hammond attributed the lack of single temperature transitions
(i.e., the lack of melting for PEO and pure phase glass transition for
PAA) to hydrogen bonding between PAA and PEO, promoting
blending [4]. The blend glass transition in PEO/PAA LBL films
dominates the SM-FM study. As discussed for n=2 below, the
existence of pure PEO phase within the top layer is possible, however
in size small compared to the blend component. Friction results, Fig. 6,
conductivity measurements, Fig. 3, and blend concentration results,
discussed next, all indicate that the pure phase of PEO decreases with
increasing layer number, and vanishes for nN12.

To infer the composition of PEO/PAA LBL films, typically the well
known Fox equation, [36] i.e.,

1
Tg;PEO=PAA

=
xPAA
Tg;PAA

+
1− xPAAð Þ
Tg;PEO

; ð4Þ

is employed, which relates in this case the blend glass transition
Tg,PEO/PAA to the PAA composition concentration, xPAA with Tg,PAA=
99 °C and Tg,PEO=77 °C. We utilized the glass transition values of the
PEO/PAA blended films of known compositions, plotted in Fig. 8(a), in

image of Fig.�5
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Fig. 7. SM-FM analysis of (a) PAA and (b) PEO for films below 400 nm thickness.
(c) Compilation of the transition temperature values from (a) and (b) for PAA (Tg) and
PEO (Tm), respectively.

Fig. 8. SM-FM analysis of (a) PEO-PAA blends ofN300 nm thickness as function of the
PAA concentration, and (b) PEO/PAA LBL films as a function of the number of bilayers.

Fig. 9. Blend concentration assessment of top layer of LBL stacks based on (a) the bulk
Fox fit (Eq. 4) and (b) the extended Fox fit (Eq. 5) according to the appropriate average
film thickness t. The open circles represent the blend data from Fig. 8(a). The Tg values
for the LBL stacks are from Fig. 8(b).
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conjunction with Eq. (4), and obtained the Fox fit for PEO/PAA, as
depicted with the solid line in Fig. 9(a). Via the Fox fit, we can now
assign to each glass transition value of the stacked films its
corresponding concentration xPAA, as shown in Fig. 9(a). However,
interfacial constraints as observed in blends in Fig. 6 could shift these
values.

To assess interfacial constraint effects, we expand the Fox equation by
incorporating thefilmor layer thickness t.We include in Eq. (4) empirical
data fits for Tg=Tg(t) obtained for PAA (Tg,PAA(t)=372.6−56.1 exp
{− t/105}) and PEO (Tg,PEO(t)=196.15+33.5 exp{− t/92}) from
Fig. 7(c) and data from Schönherr et al. [30], respectively, i.e.,

1
Tg;PEO−PAA Kð Þ =

xPAA
372:6−56:1e−t =105 +

1−xPAAð Þ
196:15 + 33:5e−t =92 : ð5Þ

The extended Fox relationship is plotted in Fig. 9(b) for thicknesses
of 8.5 nm, 16 nm, 34.4 nm and 56 nm, corresponding to the average
bilayer thicknesses for n=2, 5, 8 and 40, respectively. Again, the Tg
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Fig. 11. Cross-correlation of the friction coefficient and the glass transition for LBL films.
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values of the LBL films, as determined in Fig. 9(b), are matched upwith
their PEO/PAA composition values via their thickness specific extended
Fox fit, Eq. (5). The resulting xPAA concentrations are distinctly increased
by over 10% for n≥8, if compared to the “bulk” Fox assessment, Eq. (4).
The two evaluations provide an upper and lower boundary for the
concentrations of each LBL stack. If we consider that both friction and
glass transition data identify the top LBL layer at around n=12–15 as
PAA phase (and nN15), we can conclude that the extended Fox fit is the
more appropriate fit for the blend concentration xPAA, which reaches
unity for n=12 and 40.

Fig. 10 provides a compilation of the LBL concentration as function
of the film's thickness and a cross-correlation with the obtained Tg
values. It shows that changes in the glass transition trend-wise
capture changes in the blend concentration using either of the two
Fox fits. These interpretations are further supported by the direct
relationship of the local glass transition and the friction coefficient
(Fig. 11).

3.4. Phase heterogeneity analysis in (PEO/PAA)2 LBL assembly

In contrast to the thicker LBL systems discussed above, the two-bilayer
LBL films, (PEO/PAA)2, revealed a variety of transition temperatures,
Fig. 12(a), caused by the in-plane phase heterogeneity, as illustratedwith
a friction contrast map in Fig. 12(b). In the most prominent, i.e., the dark
contrast region 1 of Fig. 12 (b), no transition could be observed, as
indicated in the corresponding plot in Fig. 12 (a). This identifies the
contrast region 1 as the PEO rich phase. It is important to note that
although rich in PEO, phase 1 does not reveal a melting transition, and
thus, is very effective for ionic transport. Next, the second prominent and
contrast bright region 2 in Fig. 12 (b), shows a glass transition at ~12 °C
Fig. 10. (a) LBL top layer blend concentration (for bulk Fox fit and extended Fox fit) as
function of the number of bilayers. (b) Cross-correlation of the glass transition values
with blend concentration with increasing number of bilayers, i.e., average layer
thickness.
similar to (PEO/PAA)5, identifying it as a PAA rich region. Less pronounced
are regions 3 and 4, of crystalline PEO and concentrated bulk-like PAA,
respectively.

While the LBL growth process starts with a high in-plane
heterogeneity of four phases, continued growth beyond the stack
number of n=10 manifests no in-plane phase heterogeneity, but
homogeneous PEO-PAA blended layers of either PAA or PEO rich
phases. The in-plane heterogeneity is captured by the exponential
growth profile addressed earlier in Fig. 2, and ceases with the onset of
the linear growth profile. As pointed out, the rich but amorphous PEO
phases below n=10 are the cause for high ionic conductivity if
compared to PEO bulk systems or thick PEO-PAA LBL films, as shown
in Fig. 2, approaching 10−7 S/cm for the two stack system.
Fig. 12. (PEO/PAA)2 LBL film in-plane heterogeneity (a) analyzed by SM-FM in region 1
to 4 as visualized by (b) friction contrast imaging.
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4. Conclusions and outlook

With LBL stacking of PEO/PAA layers, the crystallinity within the
PEO phase could be suppressed, as evidenced by increased ion
conductivity. If compared to bulk PEO, an increase in the ionic
conductivity up to three orders of magnitude for low stack numbers,
and an order of magnitude increased saturation value of 10-9 S/cm for
large stack numbers was found for PEO/PAA LBL assemblies. Local
studies of transition properties of pure and blended phases of PEO and
PAA revealed that the LBL stacking method leads to phase intermix-
ing. Despite PAA's undesirable low ionic conductivity that is even
surpassed by bulk PEO [5], the resulting ionic transport properties of
PEO/PAA stacks exceeded either of the two pure components for any
film thickness.

The substantial increase in ion conductivity for low stack numbers
(nb10) is also caused by the in-plane phase heterogeneity of PEO and
PAA. The existence of PEO and PAA phases within the same plane can
be associated with substrate effects that reduce PEO-PAA hydrogen
bonding, resulting in slow film growth and a significant in-plane PEO
concentration in each plane, as observed for low stack numbers.

Also for large stacking number, we found ion conductivity values
to exceed bulk PEO. This indicates that the PAA and the PEO phase are
autoblended. Considering the resolution limit for our composition
analysis, intermixing can be on the order of several wt.%. Autoblend-
ing throughout a single layer is possible, because of the existence of a
strong driving force, i.e., PEO-PAA hydrogen bonding, and an average
layer thickness of noticeably less than 100 nm.

This study also addressed the impact of interfacial constraints in
the blend concentration in LBL stacks, and revealed transition shifts in
pure phases of PEO and PAA. The blend ratio, as discussed by an
extended Fox analysis, yielded a concentration shift from the bulk Fox
analysis of up to 10%. Interestingly, for this particular blend system,
the composition shift from the bulk is in favor of PAA, which is the
dominating phase at the top. The shift converges to a maximum at a
layer number of ~10, which corresponds to an average layer thickness
of ~35 nm. As found for other thin film polymer systems, the Tg value
of the pure PAA phase decreased substantially by about 55% from its
bulk value to 46 °C for an 8 nm thick film. We also noted a decrease in
the melting transition value of PEO by about 15% to 64 °C for 19 nm
thick films, which was attributed to surface tension effects involving
finite size crystal domains.
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